Gidermen Open Outdoor Season;\nVarsity, Frosh Travel to Brown

with both varsity and frosh track and field squads;\nthe MIT track team will begin a new campaign this spring\nand in the first meet of a schedule which includes Tufts,\nUniversity of Rochester, Brandeis, Springfield, the Eastern\ncolicge track leagues, and the New England cham-\n
pionship. The varsity will have only three re-\ntaining letterwinners, all juniors. These are: captain John Comerford '59 in the median throw, shotput, and discus; Jim Long in the weights and javelin; and Nate Linder in the\npole vault. Check Bayly '59, co-captain of the frosh unit, and\nMike Miller '61, the frosh's second highest scorer, are\nexpected to bolster the team's performance.

many Squad on Trio\n
This trio of seniors on the co-\n
varsity will depend heavily on\nthe sophomores. Among those are\nMike McCann and Don McConnell in the 100-\nyard dash and broad jump; Jim Haslam, high jumper during the\nsummer, in the hurdles and sprints; Mike Miller '59 in the long jump;\nOtt, and Gary Gaffney in the 440-\nyard dash; Brian White in the \n880 and mile; and Steve George, Herb Wyerly, and Paul Robertson in the\n4x200 and 4x400. Also expected to aid the team are\nJohn McKeen '58 in the dashes and Andrew '58, who will run in the long jump; Jim Stein '60 in the\n
on deck

Friday\nTenis Teams with Army\n1:30 P.M.

Sunday\nIndoor Track at Brown (V & F)\n2:15 P.M.

Volleyball at WPI (2 games)\n3:30 P.M.

Squash vs. BC, Williams and Har-\n
vard 4:00 P.M.

Football Lacrosse with Gov, Den-\n
ver 5:00 P.M.

Tennis with Brown (V & F)\n2:00 P.M.

Volleyball at Brown (V & F)\n2:30 P.M.

Baseball at Harvard 3:00 P.M.

Lightweight Crew with Harvard 3:00 P.M.

Volleyball vs. Bucknell\n6:30 P.M.

Soccer\n
Sundays

Squash - Championship Dual\n
Ripon at Brown\n
Water Polo at Bucknell\n
Volleyball
ty Traveling for Ober Troyer at MIT

This Week WTBs has\nSPRING FEVER

MADELINE MARIA

Two (and sometimes three)\nheadaches per week on time. In\naddition to all our problems, we also have the\n1:45 p.m.-5:00 p.m. - Sunday, 12:00-4:00 p.m.

250 NAGLE AVE. SOUTHBROOK, SOMERVILLE

CAMERGARDEN PHOTO SAVINGS BANK

24-48 HOURS ON ALL NEW ENGLAND ORDERS

21-48 HOURS ON ALL OUT-OF-STATE ORDERS

Tareyton's Dual Filters; the Big Smoke Smokes Smoother.

The Tareyton Ring Marks the Real Thing!

NEW DUAL FILTER Tareyton

The Tareyton Ring Marks the Real Thing!

HOW THAT RING GETS AROUND!

Hooray for college students! They're making \nnew Dual Filter Tareyton the big smoke thing\non American campuses! Are you part of\nthis movement? If so, thanks. If not, try 'em!